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【Objective】
This program focuses on policies and measures which promotes trade and investment
necessary for industrial development. Through the case studies of Indian Ocean Rim
countries, participants will learn the importance of regional economic cooperation
and analyze the comparative strength of his/her country with in the region.

【Outcome】
(1)To clarify issues on policies/measures for foreign trade and investment promotion
of own country to draft report about their countries’ comparative strength in
industrial sector.
(2)To comprehend the importance of policies/measures considering regional economic
integration and international specialization by understanding essential concepts and
theories on trade and investment, current international trends, and case studies.
(3)To formulate action plan as concrete policies and measures for facilitating trade
and investment through analyzing each country’s comparative strength in industrial 
sector among regional economic community.
(4)Supplemental phase (Indonesia): To revise action plan by applying lessons of
Indonesia government and outcome of opinion exchange with entrepreneurs in Indonesia.
(5)To consider concrete policies/measures for implementing action plan made in the
training course with commitments of related institutes.

【Target Organization】 
Organizations in charge of national
industrial policy.

【Target Group】 
Executive officer (Person in charge or
involved in designing/making of
industrial policy.)Director level is
preferable.

Facilitating Trade and Investment for African Countries through Regional Economic Cooperation
地域経済協力を通じたアフリカ地域のための貿易投資促進

Private Sector Development/Trade and Investment

Course Leader will be Prof. Motoki Takahashi (Graduate School of Asian and African Area Studies, Kyoto
University).

<Core phase in Japan>

1. Lectures, field visits, and discussion sessions on essential concepts and theories
on trade and investment, current international trends.

2. Lectures and discussion sessions on promoting trade/investment with countries’
comparative strength in the context of regional economic integration and
international specialization.

3. Workshop on drafting action plan.

4. Public forum for Japanese entrepreneurs.

<Supplemental phase in Indonesia>

5. Lectures, field visits, and discussion sessions on Indonesian experiences.

6. Field visits to Indonesian companies to learn effectiveness of the governmental
support for their development.

Sub-Saharan African countries

Through dialogues and field visits both in Japan and Indonesia, participants will learn the importance of regional economic
cooperation and integration with the examples of Southeast Asia(ASEAN) economic region to examine policy for industrial
development in their country. At the supplemental phase in Indonesia, participants will deepen their understanding on the
concepts and theories which they learn in Japan.
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